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EASY-TO-USE COMPACT PORTABLE

THE CUES C550c HUNTER IS MOUNTED IN A COMPACT AND RUGGED 
WEATHERPROOF ENCLOSURE THAT CAN FIT INTO AN ATV, VAN, OR  
PICKUP TRUCK TO ACCESS EASEMENTS AND HARD-TO-REACH AREAS.

Featuring the C550c controller, the Hunter is designed around the user, helping you 
to create survey reports more easily and efficiently. With a wide variety of manual and 
advanced powered drum options, wide choice of wheels, elevators and tires allow you 
to inspect pipes from relined 6” all the way up to 60”.

C550c HUNTER BASE STATION HUNTER

Proudly made in the USA



Features & Benefits
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CUESC550c HUNTER BASE STATION

Three interchange- 
able cameras & two 
powerful crawlers 
are designed to 
withstand the most 
challenging sub-
surface conditions.

A wide choice of 
wheels, elevators 
and tires optimize 
your inspection 
needs enabling you 
to inspect pipes 
from relined 6”- 60”.

CUES C550c is 
also compatible 
with range of 
pushrod cameras, 
adding pipes as 
small as 1 1/2” to 
your capabilities.

Select either a 
cost-effective 
manual cable drum 
or an advanced 
powered drum - 
each with up to 
1000ft cable.

Aluminum Water-tight Enclosure 
to Protect Components with Sun 
Shields for Optimum Operation

Powered Reel with up to 
1000 ft. of Cable.

Cable Auto-payout

Built-in Camera &
Transporter Storage

Fingertip Control of Drum/Crawler/
Camera/Light with Joysticks and 
Control Buttons

The C550c controller boasts a 12.1” high 
definition display for crisp, sharp images 
and 128 GB internal memory for more than 
2 months’ video recording in typical usage

Connectivity:  USB, HDMI, WiFi, 
Ethernet, Audio, and Analog 
Video-In

Pole Storage

Sealed front door is hinged, supported by a gas shock, 
and functions as an awning in the open position.
 
Compact, rugged, weatherproof enclosure: can fit into a 
pickup truck, ATV, trailer or van.

Intuitive menus and dedicated function buttons guide you 
through your survey, allowing you to move to the next job 
more quickly.

The C550C controller with built in rechargeable battery 
and rugged IP55-rated case provide reliability and 
usability in most challenging environments.

The C550c incorporates reporting templates to comply 
with multiple standards. Reports are available to share 
as soon as you have completed your survey.

GraniteNet compatibility helps you manage tasks, 
perform inspections and make informed decisions about 
the condition of assets.


